Tuberculosis in Wild Animals a Great Threat for Wildlife Conservation and Public Health - A Review
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Abstract

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the rising problems in the whole world in wild animals. As we know, countries like India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Pakistan, etc. are considered the home of many endangered wildlife species like the Asian elephant, Rhinoceros, Markhor, Snow Leopard, and Bengal tiger. These countries carry 44% of the burden of TB in the form of human TB, livestock TB, and wildlife TB. The TB pathogen is having a wide host range, therefore it is of great importance and need of the hour to work under one health concept to construct a composite TB control program in the medical as well as veterinary fields. Moreover, further researches are yet to be made on this challenging arena. Globally, many studies have been conducted to discover the types of tuberculosis in wild animals. Recent studies had declared that Mycobacterium tuberculosis is not only the causative agent of tuberculosis in wild animals but other mycobacterium species are also a growing threat. It was demonstrated that a wide variety of mycobacterium strains are present in the whole region, particularly in developing countries pointing out its endemic distribution. Tuberculosis in the free-ranging Rhinoceros in South Africa, Nepal, and Sri Lanka is associated with the M. bovis and M. orygis that also signify the threats of TB in other wild animal species including chances of unknown maintenance host. Some other research has revealed that there is a rising challenge of TB in the elephants too in different countries of the World. Being a major reservoir host of tuberculosis, wildlife has become a conservation and public health challenge all over the World.
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Introduction

*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* complex (MTBC) is a cluster of closely related pathogens which are genetically similar and cause tuberculosis in both humans as well as animals including wild animals (Gordon and Behr, 2015). The pathogens in the MTBC are human-adapted p, including. *tuberculosis and M. africanum* (De Jong et al., 2010). Other species which cause TB in a wide variety of animals are *M. bovis, M. caprae, M. pinnipedii, M. microti, M. suricatte, M. orygi, M. mungi* (Chimpanzee bacillus) and Dassie bacillus (Brosch et al., 2002; Rodríguez et al., 2011). In most of the studies of tuberculosis in animals, *M. bovis* has been found causative agent which is considered an emerging pathogen of free-living wild animals and a serious threat to several protected wildlife species (Bengis et al., 2002). As per previous studies regarding different species of TB, the TB in “near to extinction” species like Ivory Coast inhabitant chimpanzee (Coscolla et al., 2013) is caused by Chimpanzee bacillus while in free-living Rhinoceros, it is caused by *M. orygi* (Thapa et al., 2016). The above-mentioned few examples of TB are portraying TB as an emerging disease in wild animals and a big hindrance in the conservation process.

In South Asian countries, tuberculosis which is caused by *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* is a more potent disease with 44% load globally. But there are a few numbers of confirmed reports about zoonotic TB caused by the *Mycobacterium bovis* all over the World and almost nobody is well aware of the TB control programs in animals. Although there are a few numbers of research publications present about *M. bovis* as a TB causative agent in different wild species. The other members of MTBC may also be a cause of TB in domestic animals, wild animals as well as in humans which is overlooked. Some recent publications have demonstrated that *M. orygis* is a conservation challenge in wild animals all over the World (Thapa et al., 2015). Some recent studies have also pointed out TB as a rising challenge in elephants, as Asian elephants are infected with *M. tuberculosis* (Paudel et al., 2014). Some of the elephants were also found zero-reactive to the TB antigens (Abraham et al., 2008). Moreover, some TB cases have also been reported in African elephants (Perera et al., 2014). *Mycobacterium bovis* and rarely *Mycobacterium caprae* are also been reported as the causative agent of tuberculosis in a wide range of animals including cattle and wild ungulates like red deer and wild boar (Cunha et al., 2012)

The current review study was designed to enlighten and summarize the main causes of tuberculosis in wild animals and to develop a relationship between animal and human tuberculosis as a public health hazard.
Material and methods

Molecular methods like genome sequencing, deletion typing, and spoligotyping are effective methods for the genotyping of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in different organisms. Moreover, by increasing awareness for the conservation of wildlife, there is a need to pursue TB in wild conditions (Fitzgerald and Kaneene, 2013). As an outcome, many new species of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* have been identified and these new species have helped us to understand *M. tuberculosis* and its reservoir host animals. A large number of reported data has confirmed wildlife as a reservoir host of TB (add at least 2 or 3 references). These findings have several limitations to undermine TB control programs in humans, domestic and wild animals. Moreover, the development of zoonotic transmission pathways of vulnerable diseases has also been disrupted.

Results and discussion

*Mycobacterium bovis* can transmit TB in humans

*Mycobacterium bovis* is found to be the main cause of bovine TB but it can also infect humans, and domestic and wild animals (Fitzgerald and Kaneene, 2013). It is distributed in all geographical areas of the World as one of the major causes of zoonosis. In 1998, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported that 3.1% of human TB was caused by *Mycobacterium bovis* and the isolated sputum samples from African patients showed a 1-10% prevalence of *M. bovis* (Firdessa et al., 2013). This showed that animal TB is also an important issue for public health.

*Mycobacterium bovis* is a major causative agent of TB in wild animals of different regions

*M. bovis* has been found in many wildlife hosts in many geographical locations. As in Great Britain, badgers living in wild were found transmitting *M. bovis* into the cattle which is an example of wildlife involvement in spreading TB (Donnelly et al., 2003). White-tailed deer acted as a wildlife reservoir for *M. bovis* in Michigan and Minnesota, Unites States in another study (Carstensen and DonCarlos, 2011; O’Brienet al., 2011). Moreover in New Zealand, the brush-tailed possum was found a reservoir host for TB (Caleyet al., 2001). In all the above examples wild animals are acting as a reservoir host for bovine TB which is posing a great hindrance in the complete eradication of bovine TB. The only option left is the complete culling of wildlife reservoirs, but such approaches are costly and ineffective being impracticable. In the United Kingdom, it was reported that culling the wild badgers increased the number of TB cases in the wild. In the Iberian Peninsula and Europe, wild ungulates like wild boar and red deer were acting
as maintenance hosts for *M. bovis* which were found to transmit the pathogen to other ungulates, wild carnivores, and livestock (Santos et al., 2012).

In Zambia, Lechwe was found a reservoir host of *M. bovis* participating in a wide spread of infection in other domestic animals. In the same region, other species like elephants, hippos, and lions were also found transmitting TB but there were no confirmed reports. In South Africa, *M. bovis* has its strongest impact on wild animals because it is present in African buffalos which then spread to over 13 other wild animal species including endangered species like lions, greater kudu, and cheetah (Michel et al., 2006). Some recent publications have also declared that TB caused by *M. bovis* in the wild rhinoceros is now an emerging threat (Miller et al., 2017).

In Europe, mycobacterium species like *M. caprae* were first isolated from the domestic goat but in the recent survey, it was isolated from wild boar, deer, and livestock too. In Southern Hemisphere including Australia and Argentina, *M. pinnipedii* had been isolated from a seal (pinnipeds) which is a specific host to this TB member. In UK and Europe, *M. microti* had been isolated from voles. The three most endemic and animal-adapted subspecies of MTBC in the South African sub-region are *M. suricattae, M. mungi*, and Dassie bacillus (Clarke et al., 2016). In Northern Botswana, *M. mungi* had been isolated from the banded mongoose (Alexander et al., 2002), and in recent studies, the transmission in the moose from the environment has also been defined (Alexander et al., 2016). In South Africa, the Dassie bacillus had been isolated from the rock hyrax.

**Emerging strains of tuberculosis as a threat to wildlife conservation and public health**

*Oryx bacillus* from the Antelope clade named *M. orygis* is a popular member and subspecies of the MTBC having a unique phylogenetic position and causing TB in animals as well as humans. The *M. orygis* may be misdiagnosed with *M. tuberculosis* or *M. bovis* while isolating it from infected humans or animals respectively when we do not use molecular genotyping differentiation. In the Netherlands, Antelopes (Oryx and Water buck) were reported to have *M. bovis* infection because of having an unusually high number of IS6110 insertion sequences. In that particular study, a similar IS6110 pattern was also identified from a human MTBC which showed that animals and human beings have some epidemiological link (Van Soolingen et al., 1994). In 2005, the genetic distinction of *M. orygis* from other species of mycobacterium was reported. The name *M. orygis*, as subspecies of the MTBC’s, was proposed based on either its first isolation from the Oryx or to show the group of animals from which it can be isolated (Smith et al., 2006). From all the above studies it may be concluded that *M. orygis* has been found in humans along with many animal
species. All the studies were evident for *M. orygis* identification from a variety of hosts and wide distribution of it in different geographical locations.

In Nepal, *M. orygis* had been isolated from wild animals (blue bull and spotted deer) in captive breeding conditions. In those conditions, TB infection was reported in wild animals, which was supposed to be caused by *M. bovis*. But further molecular investigations showed that it was caused by *M. orygis* rather than *M. bovis*. In 2015, *M. orygis* was isolated from a greater one-horned rhinoceros in Chitwan National Park (CNP); the history, clinical signs, and necropsy findings showed that the rhinoceros died of *M. orygis*. All of the above animals included in the studies (blue bull, spotted deer, and rhinoceros) had granulomatous lesions on the lungs that were filled and encapsulated with caseous necrotic material specifically found in case of TB (Thapa et al., 2015).

In Rhinoceros, the TB lesions were confined to the lungs whereas in spotted deer and blue bull, lesions were not confined rather also found in extra pulmonary areas like lymph nodes, GIT, and liver. Upon culturing all the samples, characteristic smooth and moist colonies of *M. orygis* yielded rather dry colonies as of *M. tuberculosis*. In earlier studies, when *M. orygis* was isolated from spotted deer and blue bull in the captive facility, it was postulated that the origin of that TB was the animals other than spotted deer and blue bull which were housed at that facility (Thapa et al., 2016). Similarly, in meerkats, *M. suricatte* had been reported only and it lacks a direct repeat locus with one unique genetic feature from other MTBC species which is why it has no spoligotype pattern. Some of the studies conducted in recent years showed that *M. suricatte*, *M. mungi*, and Dassie bacillus have partial deletions of RD1 locus, a virulence locus for *M. tuberculosis* and *M. bovis*, in various animals (Alexander et al., 2016).

TB in wild animals acts as a challenge in the conservation process

Diseases like TB have devastating and chronic effects on the conservation process of endangered species which are already suffering from conditions like habitat destruction and poaching. It is a great matter of concern for the survival of wild animals in the upcoming times. The United Nation Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) declared the Central National Park a World Heritage Site because of its enriched biodiversity, which mimics the homes of the globally protected animals such as Asian elephants, Bengal tigers, and Rhinoceros. The outcomes of the study in the park signify the threat of TB for other animals which are present in that territory. It had been postulated that there were unknown maintenance hosts of TB in and around the park. In India 16 necropsy samples were found positive out of 25 TB suspected cases. Further studies showed that the infection was because of other mycobacterium species (Sharma et al., 2007).
Endemic distribution of TB

The *M. orygis* had been isolated from 18 cattle and 2 monkeys in Bangladesh. All the cattle were from a dairy farm and the monkeys from the zoo in Dhaka. During postmortem, TB lesions were found in the lungs of cattle as well as in monkeys. All of the results of isolates showed a similar spoligotyping pattern. The exact origin of these outbreaks was not identified on the cattle farm but the large clusters indicated the widespread prevalence of TB in domestic as well as wild animals. Some other strains have also been identified in that particular area. According to all findings, TB has been found to retain in the cattle population as well as in the unknown reservoir host that is indicating the endemic presence of TB (Coscolla et al., 2013).

Five different types of TB species two in Nepal and three in Bangladesh have been identified in a study of different domestic and wild animals. In Nepal, it has been reported that there was unknown reservoir host whereas, in Bangladesh, cattle were identified a possible reservoir host of TB. The presence of genetic variation in the species of TB in different animals and their geographical distribution supports its endemic distribution globally (Bangis et al., 2002). Until now, there is no confirmed case of *M. bovis* from humans to cattle. But there were several types of research conducted on bovine TB, which were based on the serological diagnosis. Bovine TB could be caused by *M. orygis*. Globally, TB in wild animals is largely under study and unreported; even the TB lesions were clear during postmortem examination but to identify the species, no confirmatory test was performed. As per studies, it can be assumed that *M. orygis* may be preceded by *M. bovis* causing TB in the whole world. And recent reports had declared the new emerging strains of TB in the whole World but still, we have to explore the origin and their geographical distribution. All of the above studies will direct toward “One Health” significance against the animal, environment, and human connection as well as the endemic distribution of TB (Fitzgerald and Kaneene, 2013).

TB in elephants

Elephants have been living in Asia and Africa for many centuries and they are important species from religious and culture points of view. Unfortunately, elephants are on the list of endangered animals because of the shrinkage of their habitat and poaching. Moreover, elephants are also facing a potential threat of TB in their conservation process (Mikota et al., 2015). TB in elephants is a re-emerging disease caused primarily by *M. tuberculosis*, a human form of TB. However, infection with *M. bovis* had also been infrequently reported. Attention for intensive study on elephant TB was gained after 1996 when two circus elephants died of TB in the United States. Recently, TB in
elephants is progressively being detected in their host range countries and zoological collections around the World (Mikota et al., 2015).

In Asian elephants, TB screening had been carried out because of its great prevalence in the human population. In that screening, among 300 captive elephants, 15% were positive for elephant TB assay. Most of the elephants were those who were in the temple or tourist places. Similarly, two elephants were found positive for TB in India. In Sri Lanka, wild elephants were also found positive for TB. The proper origin or source of infection has not been identified. TB had been identified in captive and wild animals in countries of Africa and Asia which indicates a great threat of TB transmission from infected elephants to other wild elephants as well as to the persons working with these elephants (Mikota et al., 2015).

**TB in badgers**

In badgers, the first case of bovine TB (*M. bovis*) was reported in Cabaneros National Park in Spain (Sobrino et al., 2008). In 1997, a similar pathogen to *M. bovis* was also isolated from the badger lymph nodes in Northern Spain (Garcia Marin, personal communication). A total of 23% of badgers were found seropositive in Donana National Park (Martín-Atance et al., 2006). The prevalence of TB in badgers in France was estimated at 7.2%. Similarly, in another study, it was found that 7.4% of the badgers were positive for *M. avium* complex in the UK (Balseiro et al., 2011). In Scotland, *M. avium* para tuberculosis was found inhabitant in mesenteric lymph nodes and intestines of badgers (Beard et al., 2001). The prevalence and geographical distribution of *M. bovis* and other mycobacterium species in the badgers is an indication of their status as endangered species and they can also spread the infection to other species, especially humans which are having close contact with badgers.

**TB in lions**

Similar to other wild animal species, lions are also susceptible to tuberculosis as 30% of their population had been declined in the past 20 years. However, that aspect of tuberculosis has neither been critically evaluated nor its potential effects on lion population. However, postulates had been made that the infected prey can be a source of the spread of tuberculosis in the lions but these postulates still need to be proven. Due to the scarcity of research data, we still don’t know the host status and epidemiology of tuberculosis in lions. Some research had been made to diagnose tuberculosis in lions but these diagnostic tests cannot differentiate the presence of infection and stage of disease in lions. We don’t even know the effect of disease on the reproduction and geographical distribution of lions (Viljoen et al., 2015).
**Other cases of tuberculosis in wildlife**

Some studies have reported the presence of TB in spotted deer in India. Similarly, a study was conducted in Pakistan in which TB was reported in the Spotted deer, Chinkara gazelle, and Blackbuck (Shahid et al., 2012). Some incident of TB had also been reported in the Languor and Rhesus monkeys in Australia (Parmar et al., 2013; Wilbur et al., 2012), and these transmissions of *M. tuberculosis* were associated with human contact as they have a large population of feral monkeys living in the human communities. It is believed that in the future, awareness campaigns of this disease in wildlife will be increased by minimizing the risk factors from the wildlife conservation point of view.

**Conclusion**

It was concluded tuberculosis is a big hindrance in the wildlife conservation process. There is a need to research wildlife species to highlight TB problems and to isolate certain novel mycobacterium species. Moreover, due to the scarcity of research data, it is believed that wildlife TB has been overlooked and this grey area must be explored. In the future, it is recommended that TB in wild animal species should be studied as a matter of urgency.
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